THE VIRTUES OF PRESIDENTIAL WEAKNESS: A COMMENT ON FITTS

ERNEST A. YOUNG

It is strange to be asked to comment on the "lessons of Watergate" given that my only distinct memory of Watergate is being upset that the Flintstones cartoon program was canceled for an entire summer so that the networks could show those awful hearings on TV. Perhaps, however, I can offer the perspective of youth and ignorance on the issues at hand.

I. THE RELEVANCE AND IRRELEVANCE OF THE CURRENT MESS

Allow me to start with a caution about drawing broad general conclusions on the state of the presidency as an institution from the current political mess in Washington. In fairness, Professor Fitts' argument largely avoids reliance on President Clinton's present troubles. But we are not gathered here today simply because 25 years have passed since Watergate; we are here because that anniversary coincides with the gravest domestic political crisis since President Nixon's resignation—the second impeachment of a president in our history. In that context our focus on institutional and systemic factors is the product of two quite understandable impulses: a sense that as law professors we ought to be engaged in thinking about the causes and implications of this crisis, and at the same time a wish to turn away from the sordid facts that lie at the heart of it. Better to focus on the institution of the Presidency—or the Independent Counsel—than on who touched whom where.

That, I think, is why Professor Fitts frames his central question abstractly: "Why can't the president and his staff withstand the legal and political scrutiny if in fact they are doing their duties?" It is a worthwhile question, and I mean
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to address it—if somewhat obliquely—in the second part of this comment. But the fact is that the current crisis does not arise out of the President’s performance of his duties, and the difficult question is the extent to which the President ought to be subject to scrutiny for his unofficial activities. This scandal will tell us very little, I think, about whether enhanced legal and political scrutiny of the Presidency will make it impossible for the President to undertake policy initiatives that involve necessary changes of position or skate close to the legal line.

Likewise, there is undoubtedly merit to Professor Fitts’ point that where the President is subject to litigation, the President may have to behave like a litigant—and this may make him look bad. But again, I think President Clinton’s handling of his litigation problems would be a poor point from which to generalize. Perjury is not an acceptable tactic in even the most cutthroat litigation. Nor does participation in litigation force a strategy of stonewalling discovery—I have participated in cases with hundreds of millions of dollars at stake in which our entire litigation strategy was built around building our client’s credibility by producing everything voluntarily and ahead of schedule.

Every prominent client—public or private—is constrained by the political ramifications of its litigation conduct. I can not tell you how many times a client has told me that we have to take my favorite argument out of a brief “for business reasons”—which invariably means that the argument might make the client look bad in the marketplace. Nothing about the President’s need to succeed in litigation requires him to adopt tactics that will subject him to public disapproval. The fact is that litigation tactics primarily reflect character, rather than shape it.

My caution about generalizing from Monicagate is not meant to imply, however, that the present crisis can teach us nothing. In that spirit I think it is worth noting three current indications of the Presidency’s continuing strength. First, singularity still counts for a lot. Perhaps only Bill Clinton could have pulled off a State of the Union address in the midst of his own impeachment trial, yet pull it off he did—and early indications are that the President’s ability
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to command the Nation’s attention and identify his own political survival with the national interest remains a powerful, and possibly decisive, political weapon.  

Second, the death of political parties may be exaggerated. When push has come to shove, both in the House and the Senate, Democratic lawmakers who remain highly suspicious of this President have lined up shoulder to shoulder in his defense, simply because the party cannot afford to lose him. And third, the President’s foreign affairs power remains a potent tool for changing the national subject even with the loss of a communist menace to rally the nation against. In fact, the comparative chaos of the post-Cold War world seems to offer innumerable opportunities to broker peace agreements between regional rivals or engage in limited military interventions—both of which tend to impress constituents back home with the indispensability of presidential leadership.

The irony is that these continuing indicators of Presidential strength only seem to go so far. We may have the worst of all possible worlds—a Presidency which, for all the reasons Professor Fitts gives, is too weak to accomplish anything affirmatively, but too strong defensively to permit removal. I question in the next section whether the Presidency’s weakness in undertaking
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policy initiatives is always such a bad thing. Nonetheless, my conclusion is that the President’s current weakness may be the wrong kind.

II. THE POSSIBLE VIRTUES OF PRESIDENTIAL WEAKNESS

Turning (gratefully) from President Clinton’s particular travails, I would like to address Professor Fitts’ argument on the more general ground that he has chosen. That argument, as I see it, could be paraphrased as follows: The New Deal vastly expanded the powers and concerns of the federal government, and created a need for coordination and innovation that could only be satisfied by shifting the primary responsibility for policymaking from Congress to the President. This grand expansion of presidential power created a potential weakness, however, by focusing expectations and responsibility for most of what government does in a single place. The Watergate reforms made that potential weakness real, by dramatically increasing the level of scrutiny of presidential activity and undermining the informal political support upon which the President’s power depends.

It is important to step back for a moment to underline how important this shift in policymaking is to the separation of powers. We might begin by drawing an analogy to Madison’s version in Federalist 46 of the “political safeguards of federalism.” There is no need to worry about the States, Madison told the Anti-federalists, because they will always retain the ultimate loyalty of the People. That is because it is state governments that exercise lawmaking authority over the bread-and-butter concerns of the People’s lives. As long as the States do that job well, the People’s informal political support for the States will protect them from federal encroachments.

So too, I think, with the struggle for power among the branches of the federal government. As Professor Fitts recognizes, the key to the relative power of Congress and the President is informal political support. And the basis for
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the President's preeminence is his perceived primary responsibility for the well-being of the People in their daily lives. To cite only the most obvious example, the current President may well thwart all Congressional efforts to punish him simply because the public at large draws a direct connection between his performance and the healthy state of their pocketbooks.

All this now seems commonplace, but putting it in Madisionian terms helps when we remember Madison's—and the Constitution's—commitment to divided power. And power was divided, as Professor Fitts also recognizes, not simply through checks and balances but in the sheer practical constraints of time and energy that limit the ability of the federal government generally—as well as the particular branches of that government—to get very much done. Seen in this light, the original Constitution's scheme of checks and balances themselves were designed not only to prevent aggrandizement of one branch over another, but also simply to slow down the pace of governmental activity. These constraints retain their importance. For instance, in a world where there may well be no areas of exclusive state authority, the primary safeguard for state lawmaking is the federal government's simple inability to preempt everything.

The history of the modern administrative state has largely been both an effort to avoid these constraints on Congressional time and energy and a product of recognized limitations on Congressional expertise in particular fields. Advocates of the New Deal reformation of American government saw the constitutional separation of powers as "a faction-driven obstacle to social change in the public interest." Once the Supreme Court gave up enforcing formal limitations on non-Congressional lawmaking through the delegation doctrine, the way was clear to replace the cumbersome lawmaking process of Article I with streamlined administrative procedures run by "experts." Such a rise in the administrative state is ultimately justified by the President's personal claim to informal political support.
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The result, of course, was a shift in power to the Executive Branch not only at the expense of Congress, but also to the detriment of state governments, courts, and private ordering. If Madison's insight that informal political support generally follows lawmakers' authority is correct, then one would expect this trend to be self-reinforcing over time. This is not the place, of course, to argue the virtues and demerits of federalism or deregulation; for present purposes, it is enough to suggest that those issues are difficult and may tend to play out differently in different contexts. If one thinks the answer to these institutional questions is complicated, however, one ought to worry about a general and undifferentiated erosion in the idea of divided and mutually limiting governmental powers.

So my basic reaction to Professor Fitts is to question whether the limitations imposed on the President's policy-making initiative by the political climate arising out of Watergate are such a bad thing. When Professor Fitts says that "intense scrutiny in today's environment" means that "the president's exercise of power [and] articulation of public positions . . . can tend to undermine public support and confidence," what I hear is that the president's political capital is limited, and it does not go as far as it used to. To the extent that this forces us to look to other actors in the system—to Congress, and even to the States—for lawmaking initiatives, it serves the Framers' ideal of divided lawmaking authority and divided popular allegiance is. Professor Fitts may have shown that the post-New Deal expansion in presidential authority is self-limiting, and this strikes me as a very good thing.

Of course, as Justice Jackson pointed out in the Steel Seizure Case, nothing can save Congress' authority if it fails to exercise it responsibly. And that may be the most disheartening aspect of the current political crisis. I am convinced that one reason popular opinion has not left the President is that it has nowhere else to go: despite early, isolated, and unrepeatable acts of statesmanship by a Joe Lieberman or a Daniel Moynihan, no one in Congress seems willing or able to exercise the kind of leadership that would give public opinion an alternative point around which to coalesce. There was a time when a Henry Clay, a Daniel Webster, or a John C. Calhoun had the stature to challenge a President's monopoly of public support, but those days seem gone. And it strikes me that when a politically involved public has no one besides a morally discredited president around whom to mobilize, popular support in-
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stead simply dribbles away into a generalized disenchantment with politics.\textsuperscript{27}

In the end, of course, Professor Fitts does not advocate decreasing the level of public scrutiny to restore the presidency’s ability to function as an engine for innovation and leadership.\textsuperscript{28} While I agree that some reform of the independent counsel statute seems likely, it is also hard to imagine broad public support for solutions that rely on trust in the President’s wisdom and propriety.\textsuperscript{29} But perhaps what Professor Fitts’ observations ought to prompt is a reexamination of the limits of governance based almost solely on informal political support. In that sort of world, the only way to check a President’s power is to make him look \textit{bad}—a situation that may well be to blame for the well-remarked nastiness and superficiality of our present politics.

Although the checks on Presidential power imposed by the Watergate reforms thus fill a dangerous void, it is still possible to argue that they may be the wrong \textit{kind} of checks. By revitalizing some of the institutional safeguards that once preserved a lawmaking role for other public institutions—such as doctrines of federalism and nondelegation\textsuperscript{30}—we would both ease some of the pressures that Professor Fitts identifies and create ways of opposing a President that would not require frontal assaults on his political credibil-
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ity. Of course the sovereign People remain supreme in our system, but they have shown themselves capable before of supporting institutional allocations of authority even in the face of their own substantive policy preferences: The strong popular support for the Supreme Court against Roosevelt's Court-Packing plan, for example, shows that.

Our present political landscape has become so dreary that virtually any proposal for improvement seems unrealistic, and my own prescription is surely more vague and aspirational than most. It would probably be a mistake, however, to assume that the present death of good faith in Washington will last forever, and when it ends—however it ends—those of us who care about constitutional law will have a significant responsibility to participate in the hard work of institutional repair that awaits. No one who accepts that challenge can afford to ignore what Professor Fitts' fine paper has to say.